10 DAYS /
7 NIGHTS

WANDERLUST

EUROPE

Kuala Lumpur - Jakarta - Amsterdam
MOB
Assemble at KLIA and ready for departure from
Kuala Lumpur to Amsterdam via transit in Jakarta

Zurich - Paris
B / L /After breakfast, check-out from hotel and proceed
to Paris. Overnight in Paris

EIFFEL TOWER

Amsterdam

Paris

L /-

B /L /After breakfast, proceed with Orientation Tour of
Paris. Putting on a coat, a scarf and walking
around Eiffel Tower are probably the most
romantic things you can do in Paris. Pass by the
Opera Garnier, Champs-Elysees, Le Madeleine,
and Les Invalides. Next, photo stop at Place de la
Concorde, Eiffel Tower, Arc de Triomphe, and
Louvre Museum. Stop at Paris Grand Mosque for
prayer first. Then, Free time for souvenir shopping
before proceed to Galeries Lafayette Haussmann
for shopping activity. Back to hotel

Arrive at Schiphol Airport and proceed to Zaanse
Schans. Zaanse Schans portrays an accurate impression
of life in Holland in the 17th and 18th centuries, this
place offers so much more than just windmills! There
are also traditional Dutch homes, barns, and clog &
cheese making demonstrations. Later, proceed to Dam
Square for shopping. Overnight in Amsterdam

Amsterdam - Cologne - Frankfurt
B / L /After breakfast, check-out from hotel and proceed to
Cologne. Photo-stop at Cologne Cathedral. Cologne is
the fourth largest city in Germany. It has a rich history
and many sights and stories that warrant a visit. Next
stop at Cologne Central Mosque for prayer. Check-in
hotel in Frankfurt

Frankfurt - Heidelberg - Titisee - Rhine Falls
- Zurich
B /L /Have breakfast at hotel and check-out. Next proceed to
visit Heidelberg Castle. Then, continue journey to visit
the Black forest and charming Titisee. Here lies the
locally renowned Drubba watchmaker where visitors
will be able to see how cuckoo clocks are made. Lunch
at restaurant. Visit Europe’s largest waterfalls, Rhine
Falls for photo stop. Later continue to Zurich, and
check-in hotel

MT. TITLIS

Paris - Brussels - Amsterdam
B / L /After breakfast, check-out and proceed to
Brussels. Photo-stop at Atomium. Brussels, the
capital of Belgium, is known for being
multicultural, from the mixture of different
languages spoken in a small country to the historic
grand architecture and medieval towns melding
with modern designs across the country. In
Brussel, visit Grand Place and city hall. Then visit
Manneken Pis. Continue journey to Amsterdam.
And check-in hotel

ZAANSE SCHANS

OLD BRIDGE MOSTAR
ZAANSE SCHANS

Amsterdam - Jakarta
B / MOB
After breakfast, early check-out and transfer to
airport for flight back. Transit in Jakarta before
reaching home

Zurich - Engelberg - Lucerne - Zurich
B / L /After breakfast, proceed to Engelberg. Optional: Enjoy
a Mt Titlis tour with cable car and ever revolving rotair
gondola from the green valley bottom to the high
alpine glacier region 3,020m/10,000ft with guaranteed
snow all year round (*subject to weather condition).
Those who choose not to take the Mt Titlis tour will be
dropped at Engelberg City. Next, proceed to Lucerne.
Lucerne, the gateway to central Switzerland. Sited on
Lake Lucerne, is embedded within an impressive
mountainous panorama. Enjoy Swiss’s products
shopping on the journey through Central Switzerland.
Next, visit Lion Monument, Chapel Bridge and
Bucherer village. Later, board coach back to hotel

Jakarta - Kuala Lumpur

ATOMIUM

Home Sweet Home

ZAANSE SCHANS

TERMS &CONDITIONS
• All meals arrangement is based on halal and muslim-friendly meal
• We reserve the right to change schedule and omit any part of activities due to unexpected matter
• We reserve the right to change the tour prices with or without notice due to increasing hotel rates, airfares
and transportation costs as well as well as exchange rate fluctuation
• Final itinerary subjected to confirmation by the local tour agent upon arrival
• Transport maximum usage up to 10 hours per day
• Child with bed are same fare as adult
• Child no bed must be accompany and sharing same bed with 2 paying adults
• RM1000 deposit per person are required upon booking confirmation
• Balance payment must be made 45 working days before departure
Operated by :
WWM Travel (M) Sdn Bhd (836923A) (KPL: 5942)
52-1, Jalan Metro Pudu 2, Fraser Business Park, 55100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

INCLUDE
- Return International Flight Ticket with 30kg
baggage allowance by Garuda Indonesia
- 7 Night accommodation
- 7 Breakfasts, 7 Lunches (Halal / Muslim Friendly
Meals Arrangement)
- Comfortable Air-conditioned Private
Transportation as per itinerary
- City taxes
- Tour Escort from Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
- Heidelberg Castle Entrance Ticket
- Guided City Tour in Paris
- Driver tipping
EXCLUDE
- Personal Expenses
- Dinner
- Excess baggage charges
- Travel Insurance (RM60/pax)
- Optional Tour : Mt Titlis cable car (EUR95/pax)
+603

9223 8833

email: ask@2290musafir.com

